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Curls From the President’s Platter
By Paul Shotola
There are only sixty-four turning days till Christmas. Two months to get all of those gift
projects turned, finished, signed and wrapped. Hopefully the finish will be dry before
the wrapping begins. If you are anything like me, the gift turning season doesn't begin
early enough. Planning ahead for the holidays is just not my strong suit. As a person
who is most content with 88 degrees and 88 percent humidity, maybe I'm just in denial
about the coming of winter. If I ignore it, it won't come. I am proved wrong every year.

about the coming of winter. If I ignore it, it won't come. I am proved wrong every year.
And every year, I am behind in my to-do list of gifts to make.
This past year, however, I have turned a number of items as gifts for specific people and
specific occasions. I’ve turned items for four wedding couples, and birthdays for not
one, but two Mothers In Law. Each time, selecting a project for a person or couple,
combined with actually completing the project has been a very rewarding and
educational process, and has taught me as much about the recipient and myself as it has
about woodturning.
My most recent project was a wedding gift for my son and his bride-to-be. I chose a
black cherry log, thinking that a bowl with a natural edge, combined with cherry's
strong contrast between heart and sapwood, would make a striking and original gift. My
plan was to turn the bowl wet and thin, and let the resulting movement take the final
shape where it would. And it did. With every cut, the blank moved. As the walls became
thinner, there was no chance of taking even a clean up cut on the previously turned area.
The next cut into thicker stock, however, produced distortion in yet another plane, as
tension in the wood was released. The bowl became a contest: My gouge and my
patience versus nature’'s internal pressures. As I struggled to bring this bowl under my
control, I thought of my son, and of being a parent.
Working green wood and parenting. The process is not dissimilar. As the turners,
sculptors, molders, parents, we can choose a desired shape, envisioning an end result.
The blank, the child, however, will have different ideas about its destiny. Influences on
the tree from years ago are not apparent until brought to the surface by our tools. Those
influences may surprise us. They will hopefully delight, but they will always cause us to
adjust our outlook, adjust the angle and choice of tool, and adjust our expectations of
the finished, mature result. Maddeningly, each adjustment by us will cause a change in
how the blank, the child responds to our influences. A too-thin wall may warp, and one
left too thick may crack or split from unseen pressures. Each piece will tend to seek its
own shape, its own balance. Hopefully, our work will help that shape, that balance to be
achieved, and beauty to be brought forth. That cherry bowl eventually decided it was
done with me, and insisted on being reverse chucked and signed. The finish was nearly
dry when I wrapped it in wedding white paper with a card expressing my pride in them,
and my hopes for their future.
As woodturners, the work we produce is rarely just for ourselves, or even our own
homes. Our gifts are turned from the heart, and a lot of thought and love goes into them.
Fortunately, the recipients are generally pleased to receive a gift made by hand, and
sometimes are in apparent awe at the skill, materials and thought involved. If you can
get all three responses to your gift, that's good turning, and thoughtful gift giving.
Until November, make good use of the next sixty-four days, give from the heart, and
turn safely.
Email address: p.shotola@attbi.com
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Jim Brooks

Demonstrates

Thin Wall Turning

Demonstrators
for November—December 2002

November 12
Dan Anderson — Turning Boxes
December 10
All members Holiday Party
See Paul Prycik to sign up to
be a demonstrator
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Sanding Questions Answered
by Jim Brooks

Due to the number of questions that I did not have time to answer after my
demonstration at the September meeting I was asked to write an article about the
demo. First the 3M Power Visor is not the final answer to the dangers of dust. But it
is a lot better than the paper dust masks. The best answer I think, would be a good
dust collector and a respirator mask with an O.S.H.A. approved filter. The reason I
recommend 3M is that it is in a price range that most people can afford and it is
comfortable to wear.
As most of you saw at the demo sanding to 600 can make a big difference. This may
sound like it will take a lot of extra effort. In reality it will only take about 10
minutes longer than stopping at 320. If you want a gallery quality finish you must get
rid of the radial sanding marks. This is done by sanding at an angle to these marks.
This can be done by stopping the lathe and sanding by hand or by power sanding. To
make your job easier only sand until you have removed the previous marks, sanding
or tool. You can check to see if the mark you are trying to remove is from the
previous grade of paper or one that you just made. Lightly sand across the mark. If it
goes away it is from the paper you are using. If it is still there keep sanding. I have
also found that you don't have to worry about the radial marks until you get to about
220, from there on if you don't take care of the marks at each grit you will have to go
back. At first you will have trouble seeing the marks but with practice you will see
marks that you never
knew were there. Keep trying and I think you will find the effort will be very
rewarding. I will cover the finishing part of my demo next month. If you have more
questions see me at the next meeting or post them on the club discussion group.
Weekend Master Turner Demo Schedule
Open

Tool Time
by George the Tool Man
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Video Review
Turning Bowls, Chris Stott
In this video, three bowls are turned by Chris Stott. Bowl gouges and correct
techniques are highlited. A section of this tape covers scrapers and proper usage of
the tool. Sanding and appropriate methods of finishing are included in this tape. 70
minutes
Inlaid & Novelty Boxes, Chris Stott
The projects include a mushroom box, a sphereical box, use of other materials to
create striking effects, inlaying rings into the top and side of boxes, a picture frame
lid, a christmas tree ornament, use of veneers to create contrasts. A small Jewelry box
and a two layer box. 78 minutes
Available September meeting.
And Others
Please return your rentals on a timely basis.
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Minutes of the October, 2002 CWT Meeting
by Marie Hunter
This announcement is for those of you who missed the October meeting: Jim Brooks
was kind enough to bring in many, many new white shopping bags, enough for the
entire membership of CWT to acquire several. As a fashion statement, the entire CWT
membership can now own matched luggage. If you missed out on this once-in-alifetime opportunity, don't despair. Jim will be happy to bring more bags in.
Prez Shotola opened the meeting with the usual announcements. He then mentioned the
wood show at the Odeum. Our by-laws indicate the Vice
President and Treasurer need to be elected for next year. Paul Pyrcyk was nominated
for V.P. Wayne Bernahl was nominated for Treasurer. This should be a heated
campaign. Harris Barbier would like to step down as membership chairman. He has
been chairman for many years and has done a fantastic job. Club is looking for a
volunteer to assume that task. Wayne Bernahl gave the Treasurer’s report. The piggy
bank is much lighter at this time. Carole Floate gave an update on the all-day turning
demos. None are scheduled for the rest of 2002. Marie Anderson spoke of classes
being offered at Woodcraft. There are no woodturning classes scheduled. That needs to
be addressed. Instructors are needed. Gary Hubbard received some awards. Best of
Class at one show and 3rd Place at another show. Dick Sing was dubbed “Star of the
Show” in an article that appeared in Woodturning Magazine. Heartiest congratulations
to both of these great turners.
A.A.W. elections are being held. Paul Shotola encouraged CWT members to cast their
ballots. Harris B. introduced 3 guests. Our membership is now 178. Mike Wall gave an
update on the 2003 collaborative challenge. 4 team leaders were appointed. A volunteer
with CAD experience was drafted to do the project layout. A signup sheet was
circulated for members to indicate what level of turning they could handle. We’re off

and running. George W. showed new items for the library. He also got a volunteer to
help catalog all items in the library. The recent picnic was discussed. All volunteers
were thanked for their efforts to make the day enjoyable. Binh Pho will be a
demonstrator in France in late May of 2003.
Nov. 30th is the date for the Turnaround at Woodcraft. More turners are needed. Contact
Andy Kuby to get your name on the list. Bruce Anderson has tapes of Mike Malone,
Paul Fennell and Binh Pho. Contact Bruce to get your copies. The raffle was held.
Brad Smith did the critique. Then Jim Brooks did a demo about sanding and finishing
techniques.
A Skewed View
by Don M
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Membership Benefits: Our best benefit is One Free Demonstration that started in June
01, 2002. This is the members choice of demonstrations. Other benefits include
newsletter, our library for books tools and videos, and discounts at Choice Wood,
Rockler and Woodcraft.
Raffle and Grant: November is the second month for the Grizzly dust Collector and
the Third CWTC Educational Grant.
Turn-A-Thon: November 30th is the CWTC turn-a-thon at the
Palatine Woodcraft Store.
Wood Turning: When sanding remember to remove the sanding lines before
proceeding to next finer grit. Use a proper mask not your lungs to filter sanding dust.
Enjoy and Turn More
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